THE NEXT LEVEL OF IPAD CHARGING + MOUNTING.

IPORT LUXE is the premium wireless charging and mounting system for iPad designed for charging on table-top or on-wall. The LUXE Case is a thin, symmetrical, aluminum enclosure that protects iPad and grants you complete access to all iPad buttons, microphones, cameras and speakers.

LUXE BaseStation allows iPad to charge wirelessly and mount via embedded magnets with an adjustable mounting joint that facilitates a variety of orientations. LUXE WallStation is the smallest, most elegant iPad wall mount and made of a singular segment of aluminum.

With its minimalist design and premium finishes, IPORT LUXE blends iPad into the design of any space.

THE SYSTEM

SYSTEM FINISHES

CASE

BASESTATION

WALLSTATION

CASES

iPad mini 4 | 5th gen
71009 BLACK $270
71010 SILVER $270
71011 WHITE $270

iPad 5th gen | 6th gen
71012 BLACK $325
71013 SILVER $325
71014 WHITE $325

iPad 10.2-inch (7th & 8th Gen) | iPad Air 3rd gen
71015 BLACK $325
71016 SILVER $325
71017 WHITE $325
BASESTATION

Mount and charge iPad in portrait or landscape

Built in security lock

Adjustable viewing angle

Precision machined finish

Cable routing options

POWER

INPUT: 5.2V 2.4A DC via USB-C
OUTPUT: 5.2V 2.4A DC via LUXE Charging Pins

71000 BLACK $400
71001 SILVER $400
71002 WHITE $400

WALLSTATION

Mount and charge iPad in portrait or landscape

Minimal footprint

Power via PoE or 24V

Precision machined finish

POWER

INPUT: 36-57V 0.4A DC (PoE IEEE 802.3af) via RJ-45 AUX
INPUT: 18-24V, 0.8A DC via 2-pin connector
OUTPUT: 5.2V 2.4A DC via LUXE Charging Pins

71003 BLACK $350
71004 SILVER $350
71005 WHITE $350

ACCESSORIES

USB CHARGE MODULE

POWER

INPUT: 15V 2A DC
OUTPUT: 5.2V 2.4A DC to LUXE BaseStation via USB-C
AUX OUTPUT: 2X USB-A Port @ 5V 1.2A DC Each

71018 BLACK $100
71019 SILVER $100
71020 WHITE $100

WALL ADAPTER KIT

71006 BLACK $50
71007 SILVER $50
71008 WHITE $50
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